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ABSTRACT

Difficulties with experirncmtal studies of the Richtmyer-Meshkov
Instability are examined. We consider optical systems for explosively
driven experiments with liquids, and the problems of the interracial
membrane and difiusion in experiments with gases. We show how the
membrane induces deviation from impulsive lotiding of the unstable
interface. Also, we summarize recent analyses of our experiments
with a perturbed interface between gases, and show how accelerative
instabilities can a~ect an equation-of-state experiment.

INTRO1)UCTION AND SUMMARY

We examine the effects of the Rictltmycr-Meshkov instability
(RM1)1J2 at shocked liquid/liquid3~4 and gadgas interfaces.5 The RM1
is the impulsive analog of the Itaylcigh-Taylor instability, an intcrfacial
instability bctwccn fluids of different densities. These accclcrativc
instabilities nrc potcntiul problems in inertial confinement ! .sion
tnrgcts, and other applications involving highly accelerated intcrfnccs.
An equation-of-state cxpcrimcnt is such nn tipplication, as discussed
l)CIOW.

RMI cxpcrimcnts performed with on cxplo~ivcly driven shock tube
(X-ST) huvc udvnntugcs over cxpcrimcmts using u compressed-gus
shuck tube (G S’1’) bccnusc a liquidAiquid or (liquid/gus) intarfuce in on
X-W can k formed without u mcrnbranc. By constrast, the G-W is
Iimitcd to either n continuou~ intcrfucc having LI diffusive, initinl
mixing zone width about I Cn~,6F7or u discontinuous intcrfncc with a
mcmbrune initinlly scpuruting the test gusus. 2 However, X-srl’
cxpcrimcnta nre more cxpcnsivc bccuusc much of the uppurutus is
destroyed cuch experiment, and they cun bc fielded only at the fcw
luborutorics with cxplo~ivc~ cupubilities. Also, opt.iwd methods ure
more difficult to UNCfor the X-ST, us wc dwwribc below,

Wc hnve compureci cxpcrimcntn] uir/Hc und nir/Sk’6 rcsu]ts with
21) simulutionsfi und found cxccllcnt quulitutivo ugrccmcnt, ‘1’}1(3
Himulution pr duccd II flow puttcrn quite similur to the cxpcrimr.nt
~hudowgruph ! of the rwhock event in which the uir/ S1’~ intcrfucc i~
~cvcrc]y di~tortccl during the rct~hock in u nlunnur thnt cnhuncc~
vorticity production.
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The interracial membrane used in G-ST experiments is believed to
influence interfluid mixing, but its effects have not been previously
measured or calculated precisely. In the “Membrane” section we show
results of a ID calculation of membrane inertial effects that shows the
incident shock wave to be transmitted as a series of compression waves,
which produces non-impulsive loading of the interface. Two-dimen-
sional or 3D simulations can use this membrane-induced pressure
loading to calculate more accurately the growth rate of the mixing zone.
This deviation from im]~ulsive loading may contribute to the lower
growth rates observed experimentally, as compared .vith linear theory.

Another membrane problem is diffusion. We have problems with
helium diffusing into the air chamber during air/He experiments.
Using measured shock speeds, we estimate the consequent
contamination and its effect on growth rates.

Intcrfacial instability is a potential problem in equation-of-state
(NH) cxpcrimcl~ts where high explosive (HE) is used to launch a driver
plate toward impact on an EOS samplc,9 as shown in Fig. 1. ‘l’he hot,

n rear
n

front n
High Kxpansion Dnvcr Equation-of~stat.e

Nxplosive ltcgion I%ltc sample

h’ig. 1. Schvn)atic layout of nn 1’;0S cxpcrimcnt, having a ~lycr plutc,
where the rear surfl~cc may bc eroded by uccclcrat.ive il)sttibilics.

Figm 2. Time-resolved
photograph of the front
surfucc of u flyer plutc,
showing the penetration of
hot gusts cuused by
intcrfaciul instability.
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gaseous HE products stagnate against the rear surface of the driver
plate, causing acceleration and heating. Because pressure and density
gradients are opposed at this interface, accelerative instabilities may
erode the surface, to the extent that it is fluid-like. Erosion is enhanced
for high- temperature conditions by ablation of the surface. Bubbles of
the hot HE gases may penetrate the driver plate, destroying its
usefulness as a planar impactor on the EOS sample. An e~ample of
t,his problem is shown in the photograph in Fig. 2. Here the imaged
front surface of the driver plate contains patches of light emitted from
the hot, penetrating HE gases, Thus, accelerative instabilities limits
the minimum thickness of a driver plate.

lHCPLOSIVELY-I)RIVEN SHOCK TUBE

We consider the possibility of improving the backlighting of nur
X-ST cxpcrimcnts by using collimated, rather than diffusive
illumination. Our conclusion based on the ray-trace calculation
discussed below is that collimated lighting would produce caustics10
and thereby not improve the imaging.

Ilcsign of the tsst chamber is cox~straincd by the interaction
between shock wave and windows. We uscd3 u large-volume chamber
to avoid the ilit.tract.ion of the shock wave with windows. Thus, the
lateral dimensions of the test section were larger than the shock front
supporkd by the high explosive. This condition causes a “shock dome,”
which refracts light. V/P model the shock dome in optical ray-trace
calculations :1s a spherical lens (viewed perpendicular to its axis) of
refractive index, n = 1.51, corresponding to a 50-kbar shock in wutcr.
Vulucs for the refractive index of shock-compressed wat.cr] 1 arc given
;~s a function of’density p (g/cm:]):

n = 1 + 0.3:14 p (1)

‘1’hc shock dome is ilnmcr~cd in u medium of uncon~prcsswl wutcr with
n = 1,33. An optic[l] rny-trace culculution wus pcrfurmcd for collimu~’d
light to determine whether better sputiu] resolution is nltninutdc, bui
~iiu~li~i+ wl!rv f’oulld. We conclude thut backlighting with u diffusive
sourcu is Iwttrr for men~uring thd t.im(!-resolved profile. Future
Colnp:lri:wns of (’x )crimcntnl dntu with 31) simulations huving
vxcull(’nt gr:li)llics /2 lll:ly L!ll(X)Uriig(! the usl! of otl]er illlilgillg Ull(l
illulllillillioll syst(’nls, possibly with front lighting,

(iAS S1 10(11{ TIJl]l~; ltlWIJl;l’S

..
m
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images are greatly obscured by the boundary layer flow. Strong
refraction and small-angle scattering cause severe broadening of the
interracial profile. This broadening of the instability profile blocks clear
observation of the mean flow, and measurement of the amplitude
growth rate within the mean flow. Thus, these data show the need for
better diagnostics of the mean or core flow.

As we reported at the 1989 Pleasanton Workshop, our feasibility
study using imaged light scattering with illumination by a planar sheet
of laser light overcomes this problem. We seeded the SF6 gas with

aerosol particles small enough to trace the SF6 flow. The particles

produced strong Mie scattering that we photographed. We observed a
well-defined interfacia.1 profile witii~l.lt the severe broadening seen in
Fig. 3. Unfortunately we have not yet exploited this metl~od to perform a
systematic study of reshockcd interfaces.

Fig. 3. This shadow-
graph ofa discontin-
uous, single- wave-
length air/SF6 interf-

ace that has been
reshocked shows the
broadening of the
intcr~dcial profile
that obscures n~easurc-
ment of the amplitude
growth rate. Air is
ubovc the interface and
SF6 below. The initial

wavelength wus 37.5
mm, und incident shock
Much 1.24.
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shock front. Thus, the interface acceleration is not actually impulsive.
Also, the shock impedance mismatch between air and membrane
causes a slight attenuation of the incident shock strength. We find that
the compression waves persist for a distance of about 1,000 times the
membrane thickness (corresponding to the ratio of densities between
membrane material and gas), which is about 20% of the zero-to-peak
amplitude in our eA~eriments. In earlier experiments deploying
thick .r membranes, the non-impulsive acceleration likely persisted for
a larger fraction of initial amplitude. This deviation from impulsive
acceleration may be a cause of the differences between experimental
measurements of amplitude growth rate and linear theory.

The lD code used for this analysis is MACRAME, developed b
3Joseph Fritz at LANL for the desi~ and analysis of EOS experiments. 1

Macrame is like a characteristics code, except that increments of
pressure and velocity (rather than values of Reimann invariant) arc
transmitted along the charactcrist.ic trajectories. The membrane is
modeled as a fluid having the EOS of polymethylmethac rylatc (PIMMA)
and the air on both sides of the membrane is modeled as an ideal gas of
~ = 1.40, Figures 3, 4, and 5 show t.hc calculational results for Mach
1.20 incident shock wave, including the clear evidence for
non-impulsive acceleration. These pressure histories provide guidance
,or improved simulatioils that can include the fluid dynamical e~cct of
the membrane.
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.4ir/He experiments with extremely thin membranes, < 0.5-pm
thick, have a problem with heiium diffusion through the interracial
membrane. This problem is manifested by an increase in the incident
shock wave speed Us, which we use to estimate the contamination of

helium, c = relative molar concentration of helium in the air chamber.
For experiments with incident Mach 1.22 shock, we find that c is
typically - 10%, corresponding to a decreaso in pure-air mass density of
8.6%, and a decrease in the pre-shocked Atwood number of only 2.6%.
The speed Us is not measured within a few mm of the interface, so it is

possible that the helium contamination in the vicinity of the interface is
even greater than our estimate, which would additionally reduce the
Atwood number.

We estimate the contamination by applying the ideal-gas
shock-tube cquation14 as a guide, adjusted for attenuation of the shock
wave traversing the shock tube.15 Our calculations show that the
helium contamination in the air chamber dots not significantly change
the incident Mach nu~nbcr, Ms = 1.22, but it dots incrcasc the sound

speed Al, and thereby increase IJs = Ms Al. For example, the 10%

helium contamination dccreascs Ms by only (),S%J, but incrcascs Us by
r (Y() f), which wc ohscrvc. ‘1’hc’ incrcasc in Al is caused bo~h by an

increase in the id(!i~l-g:ls y and dcci-case in density.

(X) NCI,US1ON

our nnnlytics or difllcultics in RMI cxpcrimcnts, including
inertia nml di[l’usion or the membrane, SI1OW CfT(WtS thilt Illily explain
some of t,hu okrvd di[leronccs between cxpurinwnts und ciilculutions.
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